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About This Game

A sandbox block game inspired by other such sandbox block games, ClassiCube brings you back to the days of 2009 where one
block game ruled them all.

Classicube includes such features as...

Rendering Quads

Allow the user to change which quads render

Placing Blocks

Deleting Blocks

Chatting with other players

An extremely simple network protocol to tinker with

Hundreds of creative and inventive worlds to explore online

A growing community

Hundreds of hours of entertainment
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Title: ClassiCube
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
ClassiCube Team
Publisher:
ClassiCube Team
Release Date: 17 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 2000

Processor: Toaster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Not required

Storage: 15 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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a very good game. If you have ever played Minecraft Classic and wanted to go back and play it you now can play ClassiCube
which is recreation of the classic version of Minecraft, but with addiontal features like custom blocks, texture pack support per
server (or per server map), etc... It is still fun to play or explore other people's creations on the multiplayer server even when
there is no huge playerbase. I ocassionaly have played on ClassiCube when it wasn't on Steam just to hung out and it's definitely
worth the money over here.. I got this game for my mac. It says it's compatible with mac computers, but it's actually not. Upon
opening a new world, I'm always unable to place blocks and will crash within a few seconds. I can't even exit out the game
without shutting down my whole computer.

If you have a mac, stay away.. Bought for the nostalgic value, so I consider it nearly priceless.. Venk is hot.
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I've been playing Minecraft Classic since 2012, this game is one of the best games I have ever played to this day. The simplicity
of it makes it fun. You can play Freebuild, Lava Survival, Zombie Survival, CTF, Lazer Tag, and so many other fun gamemodes
that really keep the game interesting. The community is also super friendly too so it's a definite must play.

Only thing I gotta say is that if you don't have the money, you can still play it for free on classicube.net both online or with the
launcher. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sq_Fm7qfRQk. Just play the Zombie Survival server~. Absolutely Perfect.
Everything from minecraft classic and more!. Very good clients run smooth and it's working better than ever!

-xDoNT. I have been with ClassiCube since the summer of 2015, so my total amount of hours I spent on this game is not
accurate at all. I'm aware that ClassiCube is free on their website as it is open source, but I bought this so I could help the
developers.

The people that worked on ClassiCube have spent their time making this game work and look good. What I like about
ClassiCube is that it is simple, can run on less powerful computers and so much more. Since the game is open source, you can
do anything you want to do with it. Next, ClassiCube also supports the CPE protocol (an extension of the original Minecraft
Classic) that allows you to have infinitely many custom blocks, models, bigger maps, and more.

TL;DR Scroll up and get it.
(Sorry for the bad grammar, I'm not good with English and only quickly typed up this review.)
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